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Abstract
We investigate the Wigner distributions for u and d quarks in a light front quark-diquark model
of a proton to unravel the spatial and spin structure. The light-front wave functions are modeled
from the soft-wall AdS/QCD prediction. We consider the contributions from both the scalar and
the axial vector diquarks. The Wigner distributions for unpolarized, longitudinally polarized and
transversely polarized proton are presented in transverse momentum plane as well as in transverse
impact parameter plane. The Wigner distributions satisfy a Soffer bound type inequality. We also
evaluate all the leading twist GTMDs and show their scale evolution. The spin-spin correlations
between the quark and the proton are investigated.
PACS numbers: 13.40.Gp, 14.20.Dh, 13.60.Fz, 12.90.+b
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I. INTRODUCTION
The quark and gluon Wigner distribution introduced by Ji[1, 2] have been studied exten-
sively in recent times to understand the three dimensional structure of proton. The Wigner
distributions encode spatial as well as partonic spin and orbital angular momentum structures.
The Wigner distributions are six dimensional phase-space distributions and are not directly
measurable. But after some phase-space reductions, they reduce to the generalized parton
distributions(GPDs) and transverse momentum dependent distributions(TMDs). The Wigner
distributions integrated over transverse momenta reduce to the GPDs at zero skewness and on
integration over the transverse impact parameters with zero momentum transfer, they reduce
to the TMDs. It is well known that GPDs and TMDs encode informations about the three
dimensional partonic structure of hadrons. Recently, generalized transverse momentum depen-
dent PDFs or GTMDs are introduced[3–5]. Gluon GTMDs have been discussed in [6]. GTMDs
are related to the Wigner distributions and they again in certain kinematical limits reduce to
GPDs and TMDs. The Wigner distributions after integrating over the light cone energy of the
parton are interpreted as a Fourier transform of corresponding generalized transverse momen-
tum dependent distributions (GTMDs) which are functions of the light cone three-momentum
of the parton as well as the momentum transfer to the nucleon. The spin-spin and spin-orbital
angular momentum(OAM) correlations between a nucleon and a quark inside the nucleon can
be described from the phase space average of Wigner distributions. Angular momentum of
a quark is extracted from Wigner distributions taking the phase space average. The Wigner
distributions have been studied in different models e.g., in lightcone constituent quark model[7–
10], in chiral soliton model[8, 11, 12], light front dressed quark model[13–15], lightcone spectator
model[16], light-cone quark-scalar-diquark model[17].
In this work, we study the quark Wigner distributions in a light front quark-diquark
model[18] for the proton where the diquark be both scalar or vector. We have studied the
distributions for unpolarized as well as longitudinally and transversely polarized proton. The
leading twist GTMDs are evaluated from the Wigner distributions. The we study the spin
and OAM correlations between the quarks and proton. We find that the quark OAM tend to
anti-align with the quark spin for u and d quark but to align with the proton spin.
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The paper is organized as follows: We first introduce the light-front quark-diquark model
in Sect.II. The Wigner distributions and GTMDs are introduced in Sect.III and how the OAM
spin can be extracted from Wigner distributions and GTMDs are discussed in Sect.IV. Then,
the results in our model are discussed in Sect.V for unpolarized, longitudinally polarized and
transversely polarized proton in subsections V A, V B and V C respectively. The spin-spin and
spin-OAM correlations are discussed in V D. A very brief description of the scale evolution of
GTMDs is given in Sect.VI. Some inequalities satisfied among the GTMDs and also among the
Wigner distributions in our model are shown in Sect. VII. Finally, we conclude the paper with
a summary and discussion in Sect.VIII.
II. LIGHT-FRONT QUARK-DIQUARK MODEL FOR NUCLEON
In this model[18], the proton state is written as superposition of the quark-diquark states al-
lowed under SU(4) spin-flavor symmetry. Thus the proton can be written as a sum of isoscalar-
scalar diquark singlet state |u S0〉, isoscalar-vector diquark state |u A0〉 and isovector-vector
diquark |d A1〉 state[19, 20] and the state is written as
|P ;±〉 = CS|u S0〉± + CV |u A0〉± + CV V |d A1〉±. (1)
Where S and A represent the scalar and axial-vector diquark having isospin at their superscript.
We use the light-cone convention x± = x0 ± x3. We choose a frame where the transverse
momentum of proton vanishes i,e. P ≡ (P+, M2
P+
,0⊥
)
. In this symmetric frame, the momentum
of struck quark p ≡ (xP+, p2+|p⊥|2
xP+
,p⊥) and that of diquark PX ≡ ((1− x)P+, P−X ,−p⊥). Here
x = p+/P+ is the longitudinal momentum fraction carried by the struck quark. The two
particle Fock-state expansion for Jz = ±1/2 with spin-0 diquark is given by
|u S〉± =
∫
dx d2p⊥
2(2pi)3
√
x(1− x)
[
ψ
±(u)
+ (x,p⊥)|+
1
2
s;xP+,p⊥〉
+ ψ
±(u)
− (x,p⊥)| −
1
2
s;xP+,p⊥〉
]
, (2)
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and the LF wave functions with spin-0 diquark, for J = ±1/2, are given by[21]
ψ
+(u)
+ (x,p⊥) = NS ϕ
(u)
1 (x,p⊥),
ψ
+(u)
− (x,p⊥) = NS
(
− p
1 + ip2
xM
)
ϕ
(u)
2 (x,p⊥), (3)
ψ
−(u)
+ (x,p⊥) = NS
(
p1 − ip2
xM
)
ϕ
(u)
2 (x,p⊥),
ψ
−(u)
− (x,p⊥) = NS ϕ
(u)
1 (x,p⊥),
where |λq λS;xP+,p⊥〉 is the two particle state having struck quark of helicity λq and a scalar
diquark having helicity λS = s(spin-0 singlet diquark helicity is denoted by s to distinguish
from triplet diquark). The state with spin-1 diquark is given as [22]
|ν A〉± =
∫
dx d2p⊥
2(2pi)3
√
x(1− x)
[
ψ
±(ν)
++ (x,p⊥)|+
1
2
+ 1;xP+,p⊥〉
+ ψ
±(ν)
−+ (x,p⊥)| −
1
2
+ 1;xP+,p⊥〉+ ψ±(ν)+0 (x,p⊥)|+
1
2
0;xP+,p⊥〉
+ ψ
±(ν)
−0 (x,p⊥)| −
1
2
0;xP+,p⊥〉+ ψ±(ν)+− (x,p⊥)|+
1
2
− 1;xP+,p⊥〉
+ ψ
±(ν)
−− (x,p⊥)| −
1
2
− 1;xP+,p⊥〉
]
. (4)
Where |λq λD;xP+,p⊥〉 represents a two-particle state with a quark of helicity λq = ±12 and a
axial-vector diquark of helicity λD = ±1, 0(triplet). The LFWFs are, for J = +1/2
ψ
+(ν)
+ + (x,p⊥) = N
(ν)
1
√
2
3
(
p1 − ip2
xM
)
ϕ
(ν)
2 (x,p⊥),
ψ
+(ν)
− + (x,p⊥) = N
(ν)
1
√
2
3
ϕ
(ν)
1 (x,p⊥),
ψ
+(ν)
+ 0 (x,p⊥) = −N (ν)0
√
1
3
ϕ
(ν)
1 (x,p⊥), (5)
ψ
+(ν)
− 0 (x,p⊥) = N
(ν)
0
√
1
3
(
p1 + ip2
xM
)
ϕ
(ν)
2 (x,p⊥),
ψ
+(ν)
+ − (x,p⊥) = 0,
ψ
+(ν)
− − (x,p⊥) = 0,
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and for J = −1/2
ψ
−(ν)
+ + (x,p⊥) = 0,
ψ
−(ν)
− + (x,p⊥) = 0,
ψ
−(ν)
+ 0 (x,p⊥) = N
(ν)
0
√
1
3
(
p1 − ip2
xM
)
ϕ
(ν)
2 (x,p⊥), (6)
ψ
−(ν)
− 0 (x,p⊥) = N
(ν)
0
√
1
3
ϕ
(ν)
1 (x,p⊥),
ψ
−(ν)
+ − (x,p⊥) = −N (ν)1
√
2
3
ϕ
(ν)
1 (x,p⊥),
ψ
−(ν)
− − (x,p⊥) = N
(ν)
1
√
2
3
(
p1 + ip2
xM
)
ϕ
(ν)
2 (x,p⊥),
having flavor index ν = u, d. The LFWFs ϕ
(ν)
i (x,p⊥) are a modified form of the soft-wall
AdS/QCD prediction
ϕ
(ν)
i (x,p⊥) =
4pi
κ
√
log(1/x)
1− x x
aνi (1− x)bνi exp
[
− δν p
2
⊥
2κ2
log(1/x)
(1− x)2
]
. (7)
The wave functions ϕνi (i = 1, 2) reduce to the AdS/QCD prediction[23, 24] for the parameters
aνi = b
ν
i = 0 and δ
ν = 1.0. We use the AdS/QCD scale parameter κ = 0.4 GeV as determined
in [25] and the quarks are assumed to be massless.
III. WIGNER DISTRIBUTIONS
In the same way as the impact-parameter-dependent parton distributions (IPDs) which are
obtained by the two-dimensional Fourier transforms of the generalized parton distributions
(GPDs), one can map out the Wigner distributions as the two-dimensional Fourier transforms
of the so-called generalized transverse-momentum-dependent parton distributions (GTMDs).
In light-front framework, one defines the 5-dimensional quark Wigner distributions as [7, 8]
ρν[Γ](b⊥,p⊥, x;S) =
∫
d2∆⊥
(2pi)2
e−i∆⊥.b⊥W ν[Γ](∆⊥,p⊥, x;S). (8)
The correlator W [Γ] relates the GTMDs [3, 4] and in the Drell-Yan-West frame (∆+ = 0) and
fixed light-cone time z+ = 0 is given by
W ν[Γ](∆⊥,p⊥, x;S) =
1
2
∫
dz−
(2pi)
d2zT
(2pi)2
eip.z〈P ′′;S|ψ¯νi (−z/2)ΓW[−z/2,z/2]ψνj (z/2)|P ′;S〉
∣∣∣∣
z+=0
. (9)
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The Γ denotes the twist-two Dirac γ-matrix, γ+, γ+γ5 or iσ
j+γ5 with j = 1 or 2 corresponding
to unpolarized, longitudinal polarized or j-direction transverse polarized quark respectively.
The gauge link Wilson line, W[−z/2,z/2] ensures the SU(3) color gauge invariance of the Wigner
operator. P ′(P ′′) and S represent the proton momenta of the initial (final) state of proton,
respectively and the spin of proton state. We use the light-front coordinates vµ = [v+, v−, ~v⊥],
where v± = (v0 ± v3) and ~v⊥ = (v1, v2). The kinematical variables are defined as
P µ =
(P ′ + P ′′)µ
2
, ∆µ = (P ′′ − P ′)µ. (10)
Depending on the various polarization configurations of the proton and the quark, there are 16
independent twist-2 quark Wigner distributions. In an unpolarized proton, the quark Wigner
distributions for unpolarized, longitudinally polarized and transversely polarized quark are
defined as [8, 26]
ρνUU(b⊥,p⊥, x) =
1
2
[ρν[γ
+](b⊥,p⊥, x; +Sˆz) + ρν[γ
+](b⊥,p⊥, x;−Sˆz)], (11)
ρνUL(b⊥,p⊥, x) =
1
2
[ρν[γ
+γ5](b⊥,p⊥, x; +Sˆz) + ρν[γ
+γ5](b⊥,p⊥, x;−Sˆz)], (12)
ρνjUT (b⊥,p⊥, x) =
1
2
[ρν[iσ
j+γ5](b⊥,p⊥, x; +Sˆz) + ρν[iσ
j+γ5](b⊥,p⊥, x;−Sˆz)]. (13)
For a longitudinally polarized proton and different polarizations of quark the distributions are
given by
ρνLU(b⊥,p⊥, x) =
1
2
[ρν[γ
+](b⊥,p⊥, x; +Sˆz)− ρν[γ+](b⊥,p⊥, x;−Sˆz)], (14)
ρνLL(b⊥,p⊥, x) =
1
2
[ρν[γ
+γ5](b⊥,p⊥, x; +Sˆz)− ρν[γ+γ5](b⊥,p⊥, x;−Sˆz)], (15)
ρνjLT (b⊥,p⊥, x) =
1
2
[ρν[iσ
j+γ5](b⊥,p⊥, x; +Sˆz)− ρν[iσj+γ5](b⊥,p⊥, x;−Sˆz)]. (16)
Again the Wigner distributions for a transversely polarized proton with various quark polar-
ization are identified as
ρiνTU(b⊥,p⊥, x) =
1
2
[ρν[γ
+](b⊥,p⊥, x; +Sˆi)− ρν[γ+](b⊥,p⊥, x;−Sˆi)], (17)
ρiνTL(b⊥,p⊥, x) =
1
2
[ρν[γ
+γ5](b⊥,p⊥, x; +Sˆi)− ρν[γ+γ5](b⊥,p⊥, x;−Sˆi)], (18)
ρνTT (b⊥,p⊥, x) =
1
2
δij[ρ
ν[iσj+γ5](b⊥,p⊥, x; +Sˆi)− ρν[iσj+γ5](b⊥,p⊥, x;−Sˆi)], (19)
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and the pretzelous Wigner distribution is defined as
ρν⊥TT (b⊥,p⊥, x) =
1
2
ij[ρ
ν[iσj+γ5](b⊥,p⊥, x; +Sˆi)− ρν[iσj+γ5](b⊥,p⊥, x;−Sˆi)]. (20)
Here the first subscript denotes the proton polarization, and the second one represents the
quark polarization. The Wigner distributions are directly connected to the generalized parton
correlation functions [3, 8]. At z⊥=0, integrating over momentum p⊥ the Wigner distributions
reduce to impact-parameter-dependent parton distributions (IPDs) which can be interpreted as
quark densities in the transverse position space. Again the b⊥ integration of the distributions
give the transverse momentum dependent parton distributions (TMDs) which can be inter-
preted as quark densities in transverse momentum space. In the Drell-Yan-West frame, the
Wigner distributions may have a quasiprobability interpretation [8] but the interpretation is
lost when one defines a six-dimensional Wigner distribution, ρν[Γ](b⊥, ξ,p⊥, x; Sˆ) by including a
longitudinal momentum transfer (ξ = −∆+/(2P+)). One can also obtain the three dimensional
quark densities by integrating over two mutually orthogonal components of transverse position
and momentum, e,g. by and px (bx and py), which are not constraint by Heisenberg uncertainty
principle as [8] ∫
dbydpxρ
ν[Γ](b⊥,p⊥, x;S) = ρ˜ν[Γ](bx, py, x;S), (21)
with ∆y = zx = 0 and ∫
dbxdpyρ
ν[Γ](b⊥,p⊥, x;S) = ρ¯ν[Γ](by, px, x;S), (22)
with ∆x = zy = 0. For unpolarized and longitudinally polarized proton the distributions
ρ˜ν[Γ](by, px, x;S) and ρ¯
ν[Γ](bx,−py, x;S) are same. The Wigner distribution of quarks with
longitudinal polarization λ in a longitudinally polarised proton Λ is defined for Γ = γ+ 1+λγ
5
2
and ~S = ΛSˆz as [8]
ρνΛλ(b⊥,p⊥, x) =
1
2
[ρν[γ
+](b⊥,p⊥, x; ΛSˆz) + λρν[γ
+γ5](b⊥,p⊥, x; ΛSˆz)], (23)
which can be decomposed as
ρνΛλ(b⊥,p⊥, x) =
1
2
[ρνUU(b⊥,p⊥, x) + Λρ
ν
LU(b⊥,p⊥, x)
+λρνUL(b⊥,p⊥, x) + Λλρ
ν
LL(b⊥,p⊥, x)], (24)
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corresponding to Λ =↑, ↓ and λ =↑, ↓ (where ↑ and ↓ are corresponding to +1 and −1 for lon-
gitudinal polarizations respectively). Similarly Wigner distribution for a quark with transverse
polarizations λT =⇑,⇓ in a proton with transverse polarizations ΛT =⇑,⇓ can be written as
ρiνΛTλT (b⊥,p⊥, x) =
1
2
[ρν[γ
+](b⊥,p⊥, x; ΛT Sˆi) + ΛTρν[iσ
i+γ5](b⊥,p⊥, x; ΛT Sˆi)], (25)
which can be decomposed as
ρiνΛTλT (b⊥,p⊥, x) =
1
2
[ρνUU(b⊥,p⊥, x) + ΛTρ
iν
TU(b⊥,p⊥, x)
+λTρ
νi
UT (b⊥,p⊥, x) + ΛTλTρ
q
TT (b⊥,p⊥, x)]. (26)
The distribution ρνΛλ(b⊥,p⊥, x) in the transverse planes are shown in Fig.12 and Fig.13 for u
and d quarks respectively. The transverse Wigner distribution ρiνΛTλT (b⊥,p⊥, x) are shown in
Fig.(14) and in Fig.(15) with i = 1 (e,i. polarization along the x-axis). ρνΛλ(b⊥,p⊥, x) and
ρiνΛTλT (b⊥,p⊥, x) provide information about the correlations between proton spin and quark
spin in the longitudinal direction and in the transverse direction respectively. We also can
define the Wigner distributions for longitudinally polarized quarks in an transversely polarized
proton, ρiνΛTλ(b⊥,p⊥, x) and transversely polarized quarks in an longitudinally polarized proton
ρνjΛλT (b⊥,p⊥, x) as
ρiνΛTλ(b⊥,p⊥, x) =
1
2
[ρνUU(b⊥,p⊥, x) + ΛTρ
iν
TU(b⊥,p⊥, x) + λρ
ν
UL(b⊥,p⊥, x) + ΛTλρ
iν
TL(b⊥,p⊥, x)],
(27)
ρνjΛλT (b⊥,p⊥, x) =
1
2
[ρνUU(b⊥,p⊥, x) + Λρ
ν
LU(b⊥,p⊥, x) + λTρ
νj
UT (b⊥,p⊥, x) + ΛλTρ
νj
LT (b⊥,p⊥, x)].
(28)
The Wigner correlator, Eq.(8)can be parametrized in terms of GTMDs[4] as
(i) for unpolarized proton
ρνUU(b⊥,p⊥, x) = Fν1,1(x, 0,p2⊥,p⊥.b⊥,b2⊥), (29)
ρνUL(b⊥,p⊥, x) =
1
M2
ij⊥p
i
⊥
∂
∂bj⊥
Gν1,1(x, 0,p2⊥,p⊥.b⊥,b2⊥), (30)
ρνjUT (b⊥,p⊥, x) = −i
1
M
ij⊥p
i
⊥Hν1,1(x, 0,p2⊥,p⊥.b⊥,b2⊥) +
1
M
ij⊥
∂
∂bi⊥
Hν1,2(x, 0,p2⊥,p⊥.b⊥,b2⊥),(31)
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(ii) for longitudinally polarized proton
ρνLU(b⊥,p⊥, x) = −
1
M2
ij⊥p
i
⊥
∂
∂bj⊥
Fν1,4(x, 0,p2⊥,p⊥.b⊥,b2⊥), (32)
ρνLL(b⊥,p⊥, x) = Gν1,4(x, 0,p2⊥,p⊥.b⊥,b2⊥), (33)
ρνjLT (b⊥,p⊥, x) =
pj⊥
M
Hν1,7(x, 0,p2⊥,p⊥.b⊥,b2⊥) + i
1
M
∂
∂bj⊥
Hν1,8(x, 0,p2⊥,p⊥.b⊥,b2⊥), (34)
(iii) for transversely polarized proton
ρiνTU(b⊥,p⊥, x) =
1
2M
ij⊥
∂
∂bj⊥
[
Fν1,1(x, 0,p2⊥,p⊥.b⊥,b2⊥)− 2Fν1,3(x, 0,p2⊥,p⊥.b⊥,b2⊥)
]
+i
1
M
ij⊥p
j
⊥Fν1,2(x, 0,p2⊥,p⊥.b⊥,b2⊥), (35)
ρiνTL(b⊥,p⊥, x) =
1
2M3
ij⊥
kl
⊥p
k
⊥
∂
∂bj⊥
∂
∂bl⊥
G1,1(x, 0,p2⊥,p⊥.b⊥,b2⊥)
+
pi⊥
M
Gν1,2(x, 0,p2⊥,p⊥.b⊥,b2⊥) + i
1
M
∂
∂bi⊥
Gν1,3(x, 0,p2⊥,p⊥.b⊥,b2⊥), (36)
ρνTT (b⊥,p⊥, x) = 
ij(−1)i
[
− i p
j
⊥
2M2
∂
∂bj⊥
H1,1(x, 0,p2⊥,p⊥.b⊥,b2⊥) +
1
2M2
∂2
∂bj2⊥
H1,2(x, 0,p2⊥,p⊥.b⊥,b2⊥)
]
+Hν1,3(x, 0,p2⊥,p⊥.b⊥,b2⊥) + δij
[
pi⊥p
j
⊥
M2
Hν1,4(x, 0,p2⊥,p⊥.b⊥,b2⊥)
+
1
M2
pi⊥
∂
∂bj⊥
Hν1,5(x, 0,p2⊥,p⊥.b⊥,b2⊥)−
1
M2
∂
∂bi⊥
∂
∂bj⊥
Hν1,6(x, 0,p2⊥,p⊥.b⊥,b2⊥)
]
.
(37)
The pretzelous distribution is parametrized as
ρ⊥νTT (b⊥,p⊥, x) =
ij⊥
2M2
[
ipi
∂
∂bj⊥
(
−Hν1,1(x, 0,p2⊥,p⊥.b⊥,b2⊥) + 2Hν1,5(x, 0,p2⊥,p⊥.b⊥,b2⊥)
)
+
∂
∂bi⊥
∂
∂bj⊥
(
Hν1,2(x, 0,p2⊥,p⊥.b⊥,b2⊥)− 2Hν1,6(x, 0,p2⊥,p⊥.b⊥,b2⊥)
)
+2pipjHν1,4(x, 0,p2⊥,p⊥.b⊥,b2⊥)
]
. (38)
Where the χν = Fν1,1,Fν1,4,Gν1,1,Gν1,4 and H1,n(n=1,2,3...8) can be expressed as Fourier transform
of GTMDs Xν = F ν1,1, F
ν
1,4, G
ν
1,1, G
ν
1,4 and H1,n respectively.
χν(x, 0,p2⊥,p⊥.b⊥,b
2
⊥) =
∫
d2∆⊥
(2pi)2
e−i∆⊥.b⊥Xν(x, 0,p2⊥,p⊥.∆⊥,∆
2
⊥), (39)
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There are altogether 16 GTMDs at the leading twist. At ∆ = 0 the GTMDs reduces to
transverse momentum dependent distributions(TMDs) which are functions of longitudinal mo-
mentum fraction x and transverse momentum p⊥ carried by quark. There are altogether 8
TMDs at the leading twist.
IV. ORBITAL ANGULAR MOMENTUM
The canonical orbital angular momentum(OAM) operator for quark is defined as
ˆ`ν
z(b
−,b⊥, p+,p⊥) =
1
4
∫
dz−d2z⊥
(2pi)3
e−ip.zψ¯ν(b−,b⊥)γ+(b⊥ × (−i∂⊥))ψν(b− − z−,b⊥). (40)
The OAM density operator can be expressed in terms of Wigner operator as
ˆ`ν
z = (b⊥ × p⊥)Wˆ ν[γ
+]. (41)
Thus in Light-front gauge the average canonical OAM for quark is written in terms of Wigner
distribution as.
`νz =
∫
d∆+d2∆⊥
2P+(2pi)3
〈P ′′;S|ˆ`νz |P ′;S〉
=
∫
dxd2p⊥d2b⊥(b⊥ × p⊥)zρν[γ+](b⊥,p⊥, x, Sˆz). (42)
Where, the distribution ρν[γ
+](b⊥,p⊥, x, Sˆz) can be written from Eqs.(11,14) as:
ρν[γ
+](b⊥,p⊥, x,+Sˆz) = ρνUU(b⊥,p⊥, x) + ρ
ν
LU(b⊥,p⊥, x). (43)
From Eq.(29) we see that∫
dxd2p⊥d2b⊥(b⊥ × p⊥)zρνUU(b⊥,p⊥, x) = 0, (44)
which satisfies the angular momentum sum rule for unpolarized proton– the total angular
momentum of constituents sum up to zero. From Eq.(32) and Eq.(39), the twist-2 canonical
quark OAM in the light-front gauge is written in terms of GTMDs as
`νz = −
∫
dxd2p⊥
p2⊥
M2
F ν1,4(x, 0,p
2
⊥, 0, 0). (45)
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The correlation between proton spin and quark OAM is understood from `νz . If `
ν
z > 0 quark
OAM is parallel to proton spin and `νz < 0 indicates the quark OAM is anti-parallel to proton
spin.
The spin-orbit correlation of a quark is given by the operator
Cνz (b
−,b⊥, p+,p⊥) =
1
4
∫
dz−d2z⊥
(2pi)3
e−ip.zψ¯ν(b−,b⊥)γ+γ5(b⊥ × (−i∂⊥))ψν(b− − z−,b⊥). (46)
The correlation between quark spin and quark OAM can be expressed with Wigner distributions
ρνUL and equivalently in terms of GTMD as:
Cνz =
∫
dxd2p⊥d2b⊥(b⊥ × p⊥)zρνUL(b⊥,p⊥, x)
=
∫
dxd2p⊥
p2⊥
M2
Gν1,1(x, 0,p
2
⊥, 0, 0). (47)
Where Cνz > 0 implies the quark spin and OAM tend to be aligned and C
ν
z < 0 implies they
are anti-aligned.
The spin contribution of the quark to the proton spin is defined[8] as
sνz =
1
2
gνA =
1
2
∫
dxH˜ν(x, 0, 0) =
1
2
∫
dxd2p⊥Gν1,4(x, 0,p
2
⊥, 0, 0) (48)
where gνA is the axial charge.
V. RESULTS
The quark Wigner distributions are evaluated in the light-front quark-diquark model con-
structed from the AdS/QCD correspondence. Using the two particle Fock states expression
of proton for both the scalar and vector diquark respectively in Eq.(9), we can express the
quark-quark correlator, W ν[Γ](∆⊥,p⊥, x;S) in terms of LFWFs. For the scalar diquark the
expansion of W ν[Γ](∆⊥,p⊥, x;S) is given by
W
ν[γ+]
S (∆⊥,p⊥, x;±Sˆz) =
1
16pi3
[
ψ±†ν+(x,p
′′
⊥)ψ
±
ν+(x,p
′
⊥) + ψ
±†
ν−(x,p
′′
⊥)ψ
±
ν−(x,p
′
⊥)
]
, (49)
W
ν[γ+γ5]
S (∆⊥,p⊥, x;±Sˆz) =
1
16pi3
[
ψ±†ν+(x,p
′′
⊥)ψ
±
ν+(x,p
′
⊥)− ψ±†ν−(x,p′′⊥)ψ±ν−(x,p′⊥)
]
, (50)
W
ν[iσj+γ5]
S (∆⊥,p⊥, x;±Sˆz) =
1
16pi3
ij⊥
[
(−i)iψ±†ν+(x,p′′⊥)ψ±ν−(x,p′⊥) + (i)iψ±†ν−(x,p′′⊥)ψ±ν+(x,p′⊥)
]
.
(51)
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For the vector diquark, the expressions read as
W
ν[γ+]
A (∆⊥,p⊥, x;±Sˆz) =
1
16pi3
[
ψ±†ν++(x,p
′′
⊥)ψ
±
ν++(x,p
′
⊥) + ψ
±†
ν−+(x,p
′′
⊥)ψ
±
ν−+(x,p
′
⊥)
+ ψ±†ν+0(x,p
′′
⊥)ψ
±
ν+0(x,p
′
⊥) + ψ
±†
ν−0(x,p
′′
⊥)ψ
±
ν−0(x,p
′
⊥)
+ ψ±†ν+−(x,p
′′
⊥)ψ
±
ν+−(x,p
′
⊥) + ψ
±†
ν−−(x,p
′′
⊥)ψ
±
ν−−(x,p
′
⊥)
]
, (52)
W
ν[γ+γ5]
A (∆⊥,p⊥, x;±Sˆz) =
1
16pi3
[
ψ±†ν++(x,p
′′
⊥)ψ
±
ν++(x,p
′
⊥)− ψ±†ν−+(x,p′′⊥)ψ±ν−+(x,p′⊥)
+ ψ±†ν+0(x,p
′′
⊥)ψ
±
ν+0(x,p
′
⊥)− ψ±†ν−0(x,p′′⊥)ψ±ν−0(x,p′⊥)
+ ψ±†ν+−(x,p
′′
⊥)ψ
±
ν+−(x,p
′
⊥)− ψ±†ν−−(x,p′′⊥)ψ±ν−−(x,p′⊥)
]
, (53)
W
ν[iσj+γ5]
A (∆⊥,p⊥, x;±Sˆz) =
1
16pi3
ij⊥
[
(−i)iψ±†ν++(x,p′′⊥)ψ±ν−+(x,p′⊥) + (i)iψ±†ν−+(x,p′′⊥)ψ±ν++(x,p′⊥)
+ (−i)iψ±†ν+0(x,p′′⊥)ψ±ν−0(x,p′⊥) + (i)iψ±†ν−0(x,p′′⊥)ψ±ν+0(x,p′⊥)
+ (−i)iψ±†ν+−(x,p′′⊥)ψ±ν−−(x,p′⊥) + (i)iψ±†ν−−(x,p′′⊥)ψ±ν+−(x,p′⊥)
]
, (54)
with the Dirac structures Γ = γ+, γ+γ5 and iσj+γ5. Where the initial and final momentums of
the struck quark are
p′⊥ = p⊥ − (1− x)
∆⊥
2
, p′′⊥ = p⊥ + (1− x)
∆⊥
2
, (55)
respectively. Using the light-front wavefunctions from Eqs.(3,5, and 6) in Eqs.(49-54) at the
initial scale µ0, we explicitly calculate all the quark-quark correlators which give the expressions
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of Wigner distributions in the following forms
ρ
ν(S)
UU = N
2
Sρ
ν
1(b⊥,p⊥, x), ρ
ν(A)
UU =
(1
3
N
(ν)2
0 +
2
3
N
(ν)2
1
)
ρν1(b⊥,p⊥, x), (56)
ρ
ν(S)
UL = −N2Sρν2(b⊥,p⊥, x), ρν(A)UL = −
(1
3
N
(ν)2
0 +
2
3
N
(ν)2
1
)
ρν2(b⊥,p⊥, x), (57)
ρ
νj(S)
UT = N
2
Sρ
νj
3 (b⊥,p⊥, x), ρ
νj(A)
UT =
(1
3
N
(ν)2
0 +
2
3
N
(ν)2
1
)
ρνj3 (b⊥,p⊥, x), (58)
ρ
ν(S)
LU = N
2
Sρ
ν
2(b⊥,p⊥, x), ρ
ν(A)
LU =
(1
3
N
(ν)2
0 −
2
3
N
(ν)2
1
)
ρν2(b⊥,p⊥, x), (59)
ρ
ν(S)
LL = N
2
Sρ
ν
4(b⊥,p⊥, x), ρ
ν(A)
LL =
(1
3
N
(ν)2
0 −
2
3
N
(ν)2
1
)
ρν4(b⊥,p⊥, x), (60)
ρ
νj(S)
LT = −N2Sρνj5 (b⊥,p⊥, x), ρνj(A)LT = −
(1
3
N
(ν)2
0 −
2
3
N
(ν)2
1
)
ρνj5 (b⊥,p⊥, x), (61)
ρ
iν(S)
TU = N
2
Sρ
iν
3 (b⊥,p⊥, x), ρ
iν(A)
TU =
1
3
N
(ν)2
0 ρ
iν
3 (b⊥,p⊥, x), (62)
ρ
iν(S)
TL = N
2
Sρ
iν
5 (b⊥,p⊥, x), ρ
iν(A)
TU = −
1
3
N
(ν)2
0 ρ
iν
5 (b⊥,p⊥, x), (63)
ρ
ν(S)
TT = N
2
Sρ
ν
6(b⊥,p⊥, x), ρ
ν(A)
TT = −
1
3
N
(ν)2
0 ρ
ν
6(b⊥,p⊥, x), (64)
ρ⊥qSTT = −N2Sρν7(b⊥,p⊥, x), ρ⊥qATT =
1
3
N
(ν)2
0 ρ
ν
7(b⊥,p⊥, x), (65)
where the label S represents the scalar and A denotes the isoscalar-vector(V) diquark corre-
sponding to u quark and isovector-vector(VV) diquark corresponding to d quark. Combining
the contributions from scalar and vector parts, one can write the distributions for u and d as
ρuNN ′(b⊥,p⊥, x) = C
2
S ρ
u(S)
NN ′ + C
2
V ρ
u(A)
NN ′ , (66)
ρdNN ′(b⊥,p⊥, x) = C
2
V V ρ
d(A)
NN ′ , (67)
where N(N ′) implies the proton(quark) polarization. Now, integrating over the light-front
momentum fraction x, we display the behavior of the Wigner distributions in the remaining
four dimensions i.e. in the transverse coordinate space with a definite transverse momentum
and in the transverse momentum space with a definite coordinate.
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The distribution functions ρνi (b⊥,p⊥, x) are given by
ρν1(b⊥,p⊥, x) =
1
16pi3
∫
d∆⊥
2pi
∆⊥J0(|∆⊥||b⊥|) exp
(− 2a˜(x)p˜2⊥)
×
[
|Aν1(x)|2 +
(
p2⊥ −
∆2⊥
4
(1− x)2
)
1
M2x2
|Aν2(x)|2
]
, (68)
ρν2(b⊥,p⊥, x) =
1
M2
ij⊥p
i
⊥
∂
∂bj⊥
[
1
16pi3
∫
d∆⊥
2pi
∆⊥J0(|∆⊥||b⊥|) exp
(− 2a˜(x)p˜2⊥)
× (1− x)
x2
|Aν2(x)|2
]
, (69)
ρνj3 (b⊥,p⊥, x) = 
ij
⊥
∂
∂bi⊥
1
16pi3
∫
d∆⊥
2pi
∆⊥J0(|∆⊥||b⊥|) exp
(− 2a˜(x)p˜2⊥)
× (1− x)
xM
Aν1(x)A
ν
2(x), (70)
ρν4(b⊥,p⊥, x) =
1
16pi3
∫
d∆⊥
2pi
∆⊥J0(|∆⊥||b⊥|) exp
(− 2a˜(x)p˜2⊥)
×
[
|Aν1(x)|2 −
(
p2⊥ −
∆2⊥
4
(1− x)2
)
1
M2x2
|Aν2(x)|2
]
, (71)
ρνj5 (b⊥,p⊥, x) =
1
16pi3
∫
d∆⊥
2pi
∆⊥J0(|∆⊥||b⊥|) 2p
j
xM
Aν1(x)A
ν
2(x) exp
(− 2a˜(x)p˜2⊥), (72)
ρν6(b⊥,p⊥, x) =
1
16pi3
∫
d2∆⊥
(2pi)2
e−i∆⊥.b⊥
[
|Aν1(x)|2 +
(
p2⊥ −
∆2⊥
4
(1− x)2
)
1
x2M2
|Aν2(x)|2
−δij
(
pipj − ∆
i∆j
4
(1− x)2
)
2
x2M2
|Aν2(x)|2
]
exp
(− 2a˜(x)p˜2⊥), (73)
ρν7(b⊥,p⊥, x) =
1
16pi3
∫
d2∆⊥
(2pi)2
e−i∆⊥.b⊥ij⊥
(
pipj − ∆
i∆j
4
(1− x)2
)
× 2
x2M2
|Aν2(x)|2 exp
(− 2a˜(x)p˜2⊥), (74)
with
Aνi (x) =
4pi
κ
√
log(1/x)
(1− x) x
aνi (1− x)bνi , (75)
a˜(x) =
log(1/x)
2κ2(1− x)2 , (76)
p˜2⊥ = p
2
⊥ +
∆2⊥
4
(1− x)2. (77)
Note that there are no implicit sum over i and j, in the expression of ρν6 and ρ
ν
7.
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A. Unpolarized proton
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FIG. 1: The distributions ρUU are shown in the transverse momentum plane, transverse coordinate
plane and the mixed plane for u and d quarks. The distributions in the mixed plane are given in
GeV 0fm0.
We plot the first Mellin moment of unpolarized Wigner distribution, ρνUU(b⊥,p⊥, x) and
mixing distributions, ρ˜νUU(bx, py, x) for u and d quark in Fig.1. The first Mellin moment of
unpolarized Wigner distributions represent the transverse phase-space distribution of the un-
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FIG. 2: The distributions ρUL are presented in the transverse momentum plane, transverse coordinate
plane and the mixed plane for u and d quarks. The distributions in the mixed plane are given in
GeV 0fm0.
polarized quark in an unpolarized proton. Fig.1(a) and Fig.1(d) show the distributions in
transverse momentum plane for u quark and d quark respectively with fixed impact parameter
b⊥ along yˆ and by = 0.4 fm whereas the variation of the distributions in the transverse impact
parameter plane are shown in Fig.1(b) and Fig.1(e) with fixed transverse momentum p⊥ along
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FIG. 3: The distribution ρUT are shown in the transverse momentum plane(a,d) with b⊥ = 0.4 yˆ fm,
in the transverse coordinate plane(b,e) with p⊥ = 0.3 xˆ GeV and in mixed plane(c,f) for u and d
quarks. The distributions in the mixed planes are given in GeV 0fm0. The quark is transversely
polarised along x-axis.
yˆ for py = 0.3 GeV . Fig.1(c) and Fig.1(f) represent the mixing distributions for u quark and d
quark respectively.
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The average quadrupole distortions Qijb (p⊥) and Q
ij
p (b⊥) are defined as[8]
Qijb (p⊥) =
∫
d2b⊥(2bi⊥b
j
⊥ − δijb2⊥)ρUU(b⊥,p⊥)∫
d2b⊥b2⊥ρUU(b⊥,p⊥)
(78)
Qijp (b⊥) =
∫
d2p⊥(2pi⊥p
j
⊥ − δijp2⊥)ρUU(b⊥,p⊥)∫
d2p⊥p2⊥ρUU(b⊥,p⊥)
. (79)
Since the wave functions in soft-wall AdS/QCD model are of Gaussian type, the average
quadrupole distortion is found to be zero for ρνUU . Similarly ρ
ν
LL have zero quadrupole dis-
tortion. Therefore, the distributions ρνUU in transverse momentum plane as well as transverse
impact parameter plane are circularly symmetric but the distributions in mixed space are ax-
ially symmetric. Thus, there is no favored configuration between b⊥ ⊥ p⊥ and b⊥ ‖ p⊥ in
mixed space unlike the light-cone constituent quark model(LCCQM) [7] or chiral quark soliton
model(χQSM) [8]. Comparing the behaviors of the u quark and the d quark, one finds in
this model that for both u and d quarks, the distributions have positive maxima at the center
(px = py = 0), (bx = by = 0) in both planes and gradually decrease towards periphery. The peak
of the distributions for u quark are large compared to d quark but the u quark distributions
are little concentrating in the center relative to the d quark in both planes. The distributions
have a similar spread behaviors in the mixed plane for u and d quarks.
In Fig.2, we plot unpolarized-longitudinal Wigner distribution which represents the trans-
verse phase-space distribution of the longitudinally polarized quark in an unpolarized proton.
The transverse Wigner distributions ρνUL(b⊥,p⊥), in the transverse momentum plane with fixed
impact parameter b⊥ along yˆ, are presented in Fig.2(a) and Fig.2(d) for u and d quarks re-
spectively. The Fig.2(b) and 2(e) show the same distributions in transverse impact parameter
plane, for u and d quark with fixed p⊥ = pyyˆ = 0.3 GeV . We find in this model that in both
planes ρνUL exhibit dipolar structures having same polarity for u and d quarks but the polar-
ity in momentum space is opposite from coordinate space for each quark. ρνUL in transverse
momentum plane is more concentrating in the center relative to that in transverse coordinate
plane. The mixing distribution ρ˜νUL(bx, py) in the transverse mixed plane are shown in Fig.2(c)
and Fig.2(f) for u and d quark respectively which display the quadrupole structures with same
polarity for both quarks. These distributions essentially reflect quark spin-orbit correlations.
From Eq.(47), we calculate Cνz at µ
2 = 1GeV 2 and the values are Cuz = −0.55 and Cdz = −0.75
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for u and d quarks. Cνz < 0 implies the quark OAM is anti parallel to the quark spin as observed
in scalar diquark model [17], whereas in light-cone constituent quark model [8] Cνz are found to
be positive for both u and d quarks.
The Wigner distribution ρUT (b⊥,p⊥) and the mixing distribution ρ¯UT (by, px) are shown in
fig.3. From Eq.(58) it is clear that this distribution vanishes if the quark transverse coordinate
is parallel to the polarization. Here the plots are shown for j = 1, the quark is polarized along
x-direction. The figs.3(a) and (d) represent the distribution in the transverse momentum plane,
with b⊥ = 0.4 yˆ fm, for u and d quarks respectively. This is circularly symmetric in transverse
momentum space. The fig.3(b) and (e) show the distribution in transverse impact parameter
plane with p⊥ = 0.3 xˆ GeV for u and d quarks respectively. We see a dipolar distribution in
the impact parameter plane. The mixing distribution ρ¯UT (by, px) is shown in fig.3(c) and (f)
for u and d quarks respectively. Since this distribution is symmetric in transverse momentum
plane, it shows a dipolar behavior in the mixed plane(unlike ρ¯UL(bx, py) shows a quadrupole
distribution). Because of the dipolar symmetry in impact parameter plane, the other class of
mixing distributions ρ˜UT (bx, py) vanishes.
In certain kinematical limit(see Eq.(31)), ρUT (b⊥,p⊥, x) reduces to the Boer-Mulders func-
tion h⊥1 (x,p⊥) which is one of the T-odd TMDs at leading twist. Here we consider the T-even
leading twist TMDs only. The one gluon final sate interaction(FSI) is needed to calculate the
T-odd TMDs. So, here we have no contribution from this distribution at the TMD limit. At
the impact parameter distribution limit the distribution is related to H˜T GPD together with
some other distributions[4].
B. Longitudinally polarized proton
In Fig. 4, we show the longitudinal-unpolarized Wigner distributions ρνLU(b⊥,p⊥) and mix-
ing distributions ρ˜νLU(bx, py) which describe the unpolarized quark phase-space distributions in
a longitudinal polarized proton. Fig.4(a) and Fig.4(d) display the variation of ρνLU(b⊥,p⊥)
in transverse momentum plane for u and d quarks respectively with fixed b⊥ along yˆ and
by = 0.4 fm and the variation of ρ
ν
LU(b⊥,p⊥) in transverse impact parameter plane are shown
in Fig.4(b) and Fig.4(e) with fixed p⊥ along yˆ, py = 0.3 GeV . In this model, The distributions
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FIG. 4: The distributions ρLU are shown in the transverse momentum plane, transverse coordinate
plane and in the mixed plane for u and d quarks. The distributions in the mixed planes are given in
GeV 0fm0.
ρνLU(b⊥,p⊥) are quite similar with ρ
ν
UL(b⊥,p⊥) in both transverse momentum as well as trans-
verse impact parameter planes but the polarity of the dipolar structures of ρνLU is opposite to
the polarity of ρνUL. Again, the quadrupole structures appear when we plot the distribution in
the transverse mixed plane as shown in Fig.4(c) and Fig.4(f) for u and d quark respectively
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FIG. 5: The distributions ρLL are shown in the transverse momentum plane, transverse coordinate
plane and in the mixed plane for u and d quarks. The distributions in the mixed planes are given in
GeV 0fm0.
which are very similar to ρ˜νUL(bx, py) with opposite sign. These distributions essentially reflect
the correlations between quark OAM and proton spin. In this model, the quark OAM `uz = 0.49
for u quark and `dz = 0.58 for d quark at µ
2 = 1 GeV 2. Therefore quark OAM is parallel to pro-
ton spin for both u and d quarks. Note that also in scalar diquark model with AdS/QCD wave
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FIG. 6: The distributions ρLT are shown in the transverse momentum plane(a,d) with b⊥ = 0.4 yˆ fm,
in the transverse coordinate plane(b,e) with p⊥ = 0.3 xˆ GeV and in mixed plane(c,f) for u and d
quarks. The quark is polarised along x-axis. The distributions in the mixed planes are given in
GeV 0fm0.
functions the OAMs are found to be positive for both quarks. This result is model dependent
and may be due to the particular form of the AdS/QCD wave functions.
The longitudinal-longitudinal Wigner distributions ρνLL(b⊥,p⊥) and mixing distributions
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ρ˜νLL(bx, py) are presented in Fig.5. These Wigner distributions describe the phase-space distri-
butions of longitudinal polarized quark in a longitudinal polarized proton, and after integrating
over transverse variables they correspond to the axial charge (∆q) which is positive for u quark
but negative for d quark at large scales. The distributions ρνLL(b⊥,p⊥) in transverse momentum
plane for u and d quark are plotted in Fig.5(a) and Fig.5(d) respectively whereas ρνLL(b⊥,p⊥)
in transverse coordinate plane are shown in Fig.5(b) and Fig.5(e). In this model we find that in
two planes the distributions are positive for u quark in consistence with the sign of ∆u but for d
quark, the distributions are also positive whereas the axial charge ∆d is known to be negative.
One should note that the axial charges are highly scale dependent and are measured only at
high energies whereas the model here have a very low initial scale µ0 = 0.313 GeV . So, we need
to consider the scale evolution of the distributions before comparing with the measured data.
For d quark, the axial charge is known to be negative at larger scales. The scale evolutions of
axial charges in this model are shown in [18]. Where it is shown that the axial charge for d
quark becomes negative for µ2 ≥ 0.15 GeV 2. At µ2 = 1 GeV 2 the axial charges for the quarks
are found to be guA = 0.73 and g
d
A = −0.54 which are consistent with the measured data. The
distributions are circularly symmetric for u and d quarks in both the planes and they are more
concentrated in the center in b⊥ plane relative to p⊥ plane. The peaks of the distributions
in p⊥ plane are larger than that in b⊥ plane. The mixing distributions ρ˜νLL(bx, py) for u and
d quark are shown in Fig.5(c) and Fig.5(f) respectively. They are axially symmetric in mixed
plane. ρ˜νLL(bx, py) show quite similar behavior of ρ˜
ν
UU(bx, py) but with opposite sign and with
much lower peak at the center.
The wigner distribution with a transversely polarized quark in a longitudinally polarized
proton, ρLT (b⊥,p⊥), is shown in fig.6. The fig.6(a) and (d) represent the distribution in trans-
verse momentum plane, with b⊥ = 0.4 yˆ fm, for u and d quark respectively. We see a dipolar
distribution as expected from the Eq.(61). The fig.6(b) and (e) show the distribution in trans-
verse coordinate space with p⊥ = 0.3 xˆ GeV for u and d quarks respectively. The distribution is
circularly symmetric with negative peak at the center of the coordinate space. The distribution
vanishes if the quark transverse momentum is perpendicular to the polarization. This reflects
there is a strong correlation between the quark transverse momentum and quark transverse
polarization. The mixing distribution ρ¯LT (by, px) is shown in fig.6(c) and (f) for u and d quarks
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respectively. Because of the dipolar structure in transverse momentum plane, the other class
of mixing distributions ρ˜LT (bx, py) vanishes for the quark with a polarization along x-axis.
At the TMD limit, ρLT (b⊥,p⊥, x) reduces to h⊥1L(x,p⊥)[4], one of the eight T-even TMDs
at leading twist. At the impact parameter distribution limit the distribution is related to the
HT and H˜T GPD together with some other distributions.
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FIG. 7: The distributions ρTU (b⊥,p⊥) are presented in the transverse momentum plane(a,d) with
b⊥ = 0.4 yˆ fm, in the transverse coordinate plane(b,e) with p⊥ = 0.3 xˆ GeV and in mixed plane(c,f)
for u and d quarks. The distributions in the mixed planes are given in GeV 0fm0.
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FIG. 8: The distributions ρTL(b⊥,p⊥) are shown in the transverse momentum plane(a,d) with b⊥ =
0.4 yˆ fm, in the transverse coordinate plane(b,e) with p⊥ = 0.3 xˆ GeV and in mixed plane(c,f) for u
and d quarks. The polarization of proton is taken along x-axis. The distributions in the mixed planes
are given in GeV 0fm0.
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FIG. 9: The distributions ρTT (b⊥,p⊥) are shown in the transverse momentum plane(a,c) with b⊥ =
0.4 yˆ fm and in the transverse coordinate plane(b,d) with p⊥ = 0.3 xˆ GeV for u and d quarks. The
proton polarization and the quark polarization are taken along x-axis.
C. Transversely polarised proton
The Wigner distribution ρTU(b⊥,p⊥) in transverse plans and the mixing distribution
ρ¯TU(by, px) are shown in fig.7. From Eq.(62) it is clear that this distribution vanishes if the
quark transverse coordinate is parallel to the polarization. Here the plots are shown for j = 1
i.e. the quark is polarized along x-direction. The figs.3(a) and (d) represent the distribution in
the transverse momentum plane, with b⊥ = 0.4 yˆ fm, for u and d quarks respectively. This is
circularly symmetric in transverse momentum space. The fig.7(b) and (e) show the distribution
in transverse coordinate space with p⊥ = 0.3 yˆ GeV for u and d quarks respectively. We see
a dipolar distribution in the impact parameter plane. The mixing distribution ρ¯TU(by, px) is
shown in fig.7(c) and (f) for u and d quarks respectively. Since this distribution is symmetric in
transverse momentum plane, it shows a dipolar behavior in the mixed plane(unlike ρ¯UL(bx, py)
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FIG. 10: The distributions ρ¯TT (by, px) and ρ˜TT (bx, py) are shown in the transverse mixed planes for
u and d quarks. The quark and proton both are polarised along x-axis. The distributions are given
in GeV 0fm0.
shows a quadruple distribution). Because of the dipolar structure in coordinate space, the other
class of mixing distributions ρ˜TU(bx, py) vanishes.
At the TMD limit, ρTU(b⊥,p⊥, x) reduces to the Sivers function f⊥1T (x,p⊥), one of the
T-odd TMDs at leading twist. Since we consider T-even contributions only, the TMD limit
of ρTU(b⊥,p⊥) vanishes here. At the impact parameter distribution limit the distribution is
related to the H and E GPDs together with some other distributions.
The wigner distribution with a longitudinally polarized quark in a transversely polarized
proton, ρTL(b⊥,p⊥), is shown in fig.8. The fig.8(a) and (d) represent the distribution in
transverse momentum plane, with b⊥ = 0.4 yˆ fm, for u and d quark respectively. We see a
dipolar distribution as expected from the Eq.(63). The fig.6(b) and (e) show the distribution
in transverse coordinate space with p⊥ = 0.3 xˆ GeV for u and d quarks respectively. The
distribution is circularly symmetric at the center of the coordinate space with positive peak for
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FIG. 11: The distributions ρ⊥TT (b⊥,p⊥) are shown in the transverse momentum plane and in the
transverse coordinate plane for u and d quarks. The quark is polarised along y-axis and proton is
polarised along x-axis.
u quark and negative peak for d quark.
The distribution vanishes if the quark transverse momentum is perpendicular to the polar-
ization. This reflects that there is a strong correlation between the quark transverse momentum
and quark transverse polarization. The mixing distribution ρ¯TL(by, px) is shown in fig.8(c) and
(f) for u and d quarks respectively. Because of the dipolar structure in transverse momen-
tum plane, the other class of mixing distributions ρ˜TL(bx, py) vanishes for the quark with a
polarization along x-axis.
At the TMD limit, ρTL(b⊥,p⊥) reduces to g1T (x,p⊥)[4], one of the T-even eight TMDs at
leading twist. At the impact parameter distribution limit the distribution is related to H˜ and
E˜ GPDs together with some other distributions.
The wigner distribution with a transversely polarized quark in a transversely polarized pro-
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ton, ρTT (b⊥,p⊥), is shown in fig.9. The fig.9(a,c) represent the distribution in transverse
momentum plane with b⊥ = 0.4 yˆ fm for u and d quarks respectively. The distribution in
transverse impact parameter plane is shown in fig.9(b,d) with p⊥ = 0.3 xˆ GeV . We observe
that the peak of the distribution in both the plane are positive for u quark and negative for d
quark. In fig.10, we plot the ρTT (b⊥,p⊥) in mixed transverse plane for u and d quarks. The
distributions are not symmetric in the mixed plane. This is due to the quadrupole contributions
pipj and ∆i∆j appearing in the expressions for ρν6(Eq.73).
The pretzelous distribution, ρ⊥TT (b⊥,p⊥) is shown in Fig.11. This distribution is found when
the quark is transversely polarized along the perpendicular direction to the transversely po-
larized proton. We find quadruple distributions in transverse momentum plane as well as in
transverse impact parameter plane. It is also observed that the polarity of quadruple distri-
bution changes sign for d quark in both the planes. Due to pure quadrupole contribution in
ρν7(Eq.74) the pretzelous distribution is identically zero in the mixed plane.
D. Spin-spin correlations
The longitudinal Wigner distributions ρνΛλ(b⊥,p⊥), with the polarization of proton Λ =↑
and quark polarization λ =↑, ↓( Eq.(24)) are shown in Fig.12 and Fig.13 for u and d quarks
respectively. One can observe that the distributions ρνΛλ(b⊥,p⊥) in transverse momentum plane
as well as in transverse impact parameter plane look circularly symmetric for Λ = λ whereas
for Λ 6= λ the distributions get distorted along px or bx for both u and d quarks. Since the
polarity of ρνUL is opposite to ρ
ν
LU and the magnitudes of the distributions are more or less
same, thus in Eq.(24), the contributions from ρLU and ρUL get almost canceled for Λ = λ and
the only dominating contributions coming from ρUU and ρLL which are circularly symmetric
in both planes. Again for Λ 6= λ the contributions from ρLU and ρUL add up and causes
the distortion. Note that the distortions from the circular symmetry in transverse momentum
plane and in transverse impact parameter plane are in opposite direction to each other. Here
we have shown the distributions for Λ =↑; the other possible spin combinations in transverse
momentum plane and in transverse impact parameter plane can be found from ρν↓λ′(b⊥, px, py) =
ρν↑λ(b⊥,−px, py), and ρν↓λ′(bx, by,p⊥) = ρν↑λ(−bx, by,p⊥) respectively, where λ′ 6= λ. The mixed
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FIG. 12: The distributions ρΛλ are shown in transverse momentum plane, transverse impact param-
eter plane and mixed plane for u quark(Eq.(24)). The distributions in the mixed plane are give in
GeV 0fm0.
transverse densities ρ˜νΛλ(bx, py) are shown in Fig.12(c),(f) for u quark and in Fig.13(c),13(f)
for d quark. ρ˜νΛλ(bx, py) exhibits the similar axially symmetric nature of ρ˜UU(bx, py) with lower
magnitude for Λ = λ. This is because of the other contribution, ρ˜LL(bx, py) which is opposite
to ρ˜UU(bx, py). For Λ 6= λ, although there are additional quadrupole contributions from ρ˜UL
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FIG. 13: The distributions ρΛλ are shown in the transverse momentum plane, transverse coordinate
plane and mixed plane for d quarks. The distributions in the mixed plane are given in GeV 0fm0.
and ρ˜LU in ρ˜↑↓(bx, py), the contributions from ρUU and ρLL are very large compared to the
quadrupole contributions and thus ρ˜↑↓(bx, py) effectively show the similar behavior of ρ˜UU with
larger magnitude for both u and d quark.
We observe that the quark OAM tends to be aligned with proton spin and anti-aligned
to the quark spin for both u and d quarks. The difference in correlation strength between
quark OAM-proton spin correlation and quark OAM-spin correlation is very small(see Fig.2
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FIG. 14: ρΛTλT in transverse momentum plane, transverse impact parameter plane and mixed plane
for u quark(Eq.(26)). ΛT =⇑,⇓ and λT =⇑,⇓ represent the transverse polarization along x-axis for
proton and quarks respectively. The mixed plane distributions are given in GeV 0fm0.
and Fig.4). Therefore, if the quark spin is parallel to the proton spin, i,e. Λ =↑, λ =↑ the
contributions of ρUL and ρLU interfere destructively resulting the circular symmetry for u and
d quarks, see Fig. 12(a,b) and 13(a,b). If the quark spin is anti-parallel to the proton spin,
i,e. Λ =↑, λ =↓ the contributions of ρUL and ρLU interfere constructively resulting a dipolar
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FIG. 15: ρΛTλT in transverse momentum plane, transverse impact parameter plane and mixed plane
for d quark(Eq.(26)). ΛT =⇑,⇓ and λT =⇑,⇓ represent the transverse polarization along x-axis for
proton and quarks respectively. The distributions in the mixed plane are given in GeV 0fm0.
distribution for u and d quarks, see Fig 12(d,e) and 13(d,e).
From Eq.(26), we plot the transverse wigner distribution ρΛTλT (b⊥,p⊥) in Fig.14 for u
quark and Fig.15 for d quark to understand the transverse spin-spin correlations. The Fig.14
represents the distribution of a u quark with transverse polarization λT =⇑,⇓ (along x-axis)
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in a proton with transverse polarization ΛT =⇑ along x-axis. In the transverse momentum
plane, we see an elliptical distribution for both the quarks(Fig.14(a,d) and 15(a,d)) because
the distortions ρTU , ρUT are circularly symmetric and ρTT is elliptically symmetric. In the
transverse impact parameter plane we observed significant deviation comes from the dipolar
nature of the distortions ρνUT and ρ
ν
TU . For ΛTλT =⇑⇑, they interfere constructively and causes
a large deviation as sheen in Fig.14(b),15(b). We also observed that the distributions change
axis with the flip of transverse polarization of quarks.
VI. GTMDS AND THEIR EVOLUTION
The generalized transverse momentum dependent distributions can be extracted from the
different Wigner distributions as shown in Eqs.(29-38). The GTMDs reduce to the TMDs and
GPDs at certain kinematical limits. The F1,4 and G1,1 contribute to the spin-OAM correlation
as discussed in Sec.IV. F1,4 and OAM in MIT bag model has been calculated in [27]. There are
altogether 11 non zero GTMDs at the leading twist in this model. In this model, comparing
Eq.(29-38) with Eq.(56-65), the explicit form of the GTMDs are
F ν1,1(x,∆
2
⊥,p
2
⊥) = N
ν
UU
1
16pi3
[
|Aν1(x)|2 +
(
p2⊥ −
∆2⊥
4
(1− x)2
)
1
M2x2
|Aν2(x)|2
]
exp
[− 2a˜(x)p˜2⊥],
(80)
F ν1,2(x,∆
2
⊥,p
2
⊥) = 0, (81)
F ν1,3(x,∆
2
⊥,p
2
⊥) =
1
2
F ν1,1(x,∆
2
⊥,p
2
⊥) +N
ν
TU
1
16pi3
[
(1− x)
x
Aν1(x)A
ν
2(x)
]
exp
[− 2a˜(x)p˜2⊥], (82)
F ν1,4(x,∆
2
⊥,p
2
⊥) = −N νLU
1
16pi3
[
(1− x)
x2
|Aν2(x)|2
]
exp
[− 2a˜(x)p˜2⊥], (83)
Gν1,1(x,∆
2
⊥,p
2
⊥) = N
ν
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1
16pi3
[
(1− x)
x2
|Aν2(x)|2
]
exp
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(87)
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Hν1,1(x,∆
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⊥) = 0, (88)
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The normalization constants NνΛλ are
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,
where NS = 0 for d quark.
The scale evolution of the GTMDs are modeled considering the evolution of the parameters
that reproduces the correct scale evolution of the pdfs[18]. Where the LFWFs are defined
at the initial scale µ0 = 0.313 GeV and the hard scale evolution of the the distributions are
modeled by making the parameters in the distribution scale dependent. The scale evolution of
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FIG. 16: Scale evolution of GTMDs with x = 0.3 and ∆2⊥ = 0.1 GeV
2 for u and d quarks. Where
continuous lines are at µ2 = 2.4 GeV 2(average µ2 value of the HERMES experiment) and doted lines
are at µ2 = 20 GeV 2(highest bin average µ2 value of the COMPASS experiment).
the parameters are determined by the DGLAP evolution of the PDFs:
aνi (µ) = a
ν
i (µ0) + A
ν
i (µ), (97)
bνi (µ) = b
ν
i (µ0)−Bνi (µ)
4CF
β0
ln
(
αs(µ
2)
αs(µ20)
)
, (98)
δν(µ) = exp
[
δν1
(
ln(µ2/µ20)
)δν2]
, (99)
where the aνi (µ0) and b
ν
i (µ0) are the parameters at µ = µ0. The parameter δ
ν becomes unity
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at µ0 for both u and d quarks. The scale dependent parts A
ν
i (µ) and B
ν
i (µ) evolve as
P νi (µ) = α
ν
P,i µ
2βνP,i
[
ln
(
µ2
µ20
)]γνP,i∣∣∣∣
i=1,2
, (100)
where the subscript P in the right hand side of the above equation stands for P = A,B
corresponding to P νi (µ) = A
ν
i (µ), B
ν
i (µ) respectively. The detail of the scheme and the values
are parameters are given in [18].
Our model predictions for the GTMDs F ν1,1, G
ν
1,2, G
ν
1,4, H
ν
1,3, H
ν
1,4 and H
ν
1,7 are shown in Fig.16
at the scale µ2 = 2.4 GeV 2 which is the average µ2 value of the HERMES experiment, and
at µ2 = 20 GeV 2 which is the highest bin average µ2 value of the COMPASS experiment. At
the TMD limit, the GTMDs F ν1,1, G
ν
1,2, G
ν
1,4, H
ν
1,3, H
ν
1,4 and H
ν
1,7 give the leading twist TMDs
f ν1 , g
ν
1T , g
ν
1L, h
ν
1T , h
⊥ν
1T and h
⊥ν
1L respectively. We plot the GTMDs for x = 0.3 and ∆
2
⊥ = 0.1GeV
2.
We notice that the GTMD G1,4 for d quark approaches towards negative at higher scales. This
causes a negative axial charge for d quark as found experimentally. The scale evolution of
GTMDs is considered in [5] and shown to be the same as for TMDs.
VII. INEQUALITIES
It is interesting to express the transverse GTMDs in terms of the unpolarized and longitudi-
nal GTMDs at the leading twist. Some inequality relations for GTMDs with p2⊥ >
∆2⊥
4
(1− x)2
found in this model are
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|F ν1,1(x,∆2⊥,p2⊥)| > |Hν1,3(x,∆2⊥,p2⊥) +
p2⊥
2M2
Hν1,4(x,∆
2
⊥,p
2
⊥)|,(102)
|F ν1,1(x,∆2⊥,p2⊥)| > |Hν1,3(x,∆2⊥,p2⊥)|, (103)
F ν1,1(x,∆
2
⊥,p
2
⊥) > 0, (104)
F ν1,1(x,∆
2
⊥,p
2
⊥) > G
ν
1,4(x,∆
2
⊥,p
2
⊥), (105)
p2⊥
2M2
|Hν1,4(x,∆2⊥,p2⊥)| <
1
2
|F ν1,1(x,∆2⊥,p2⊥) +Gν1,4(x,∆2⊥,p2⊥)|. (106)
Eq.(101) represents the Soffer bound[28] for GTMDs. We observe that, at the TMD limit
i,e. at ∆⊥ = 0, the above relations reduce to the relations discussed in [30] for light front
quark-scalar-diquark model.
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We can also find some inequalities for Wigner distributions given by
ρνUU(b⊥,p⊥, x) > 0, (107)
ρνUU(b⊥,p⊥, x) > ρ
ν
LL(b⊥,p⊥, x), (108)
ρνTT (b⊥,p⊥, x) <
1
2
[
ρνUU(b⊥,p⊥, x) + ρ
ν
LL(b⊥,p⊥, x)
]
. (109)
The Eq.(109) can be regarded as a generalized soffer bound for the Wigner distributions. It
will be interesting to check if other models also satisfy similar inequalities.
VIII. CONCLUSIONS
We calculated the Wigner distributions of quarks in a nucleon using a diquark model. The
light-front wave functions are modeled using ADS/QCD prediction. We took both scalar and
vector diquarks[18]. We have presented results of the Wigner distributions in transverse po-
sition and momentum space as well as mixed position and momentum space for unpolarized,
longitudinally polarized and transversely polarized quark and proton and compared with other
model predictions. We have noted a few inequalities among ρUU , ρLL and ρTT in this model. It
will be interesting to check if such inequalities are present in other models, particularly in mod-
els with gluonic degrees of freedom. The scale evolutions of the parton distribution functions
are modeled by making the parameters scale dependent in accord with DGLAP equation. We
have used the same evolution of the parameters in our calculation for the GTMDs. Relations of
the Wigner distributions and GTMDs with the quark orbital angular momentum and spin-spin
correlations are discussed.
We thank Oleg Teryaev for many useful discussions.
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